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Pohjola (1983) derives open-loop Stackelberg solutions for the Lancaster (1973) model of 
capitalism and compares the outcomes with the open-loop Nash outcome. Due to a shortcoming 
in the analysis only one open-loop Stackelberg solution with the workers as leader was found. 
This note shows that there are in fact infinitely many solutions. Furthermore, these solutions can 
be derived with standard optimal control techniques. 

1. Introduction 

Lancaster (1973) described capitalism as a differential game between 
workers and capitalists in which the workers determine their share of 
consumption in total output whereas the capitalists divide the remainder over 
investment and their own consumption. The purpose was to show the 
dynamic inefficiency of capitalism by comparing the noncooperative Nash 
outcome with the social optimum. Hoe1 (1978) extended this analysis by 
considering not only the social optimum but the whole set of Pareto efficient 
solutions. 

Pohjola (1983) derived the open-loop Stackelberg solutions for the Lan- 
caster model of capitalism under both workers’ and capitalists’ leadership. By 
comparing these outcomes with the open-loop Nash outcome it was shown 
that capitalism is in a stalemate, because both classes would prefer to act as 
the follower in the Stackelberg game. BaSar, Haurie, and Ricci (1985) later 
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analysed the feedback outcomes of the Lancaster game to show the impact of 
state information and the loss of commitment. 

Following Wishart and Olsder (19791, Pohjola (1983) used generalised 
functions to handle the technical difficulties, but an error was made in the 
analysis. As a consequence of this only one open-loop Stackelberg solution 
was found in each of the two cases. In this note it is shown that there are in 
fact infinitely many solutions for the most probable parameter values. It is 
also shown that these solutions can be derived with standard optimal control 
techniques. The values of the objective functions are the same for all 
solutions, so that the remainder of the analysis in Pohjola (1983) still stands. 
In order to keep the note short only the game with the workers as leader is 
reconsidered. 

Section 2 summarizes the Lancaster model of capitalism and derives by 
means of standard optimal control techniques the open-loop Stackelberg 
solutions under workers’ leadership. Section 3 shows why Pohjola (19831 only 
found one solution. Section 4 is a short conclusion. 

2. Open-loop Stackelberg solutions of the Lancaster game 

The workers control their consumption rate ui and maximise their total 
consumption over a planning period 

/ 
‘q(t)aK(t) dt, 

0 
(1) 

where K is the capital stock and a denotes the output-capital ratio. It is 
assumed that c<u,(t)<b, t~[o,T], with O<c<b and OS<b<l. The 
capitalists control the investment rate uz w.r.t. the remaining output (0 I 
u,(t) I 1, t E [0, T]) and maximise their total consumption over the planning 
period 

jT[l-z~(t)][l-u2(t)]uK(t)dt. 
0 

(2) 

The capital accumulation can be written as 

k(t) = [l -q(t)]+(t)aK(t), K(0) = K,. (3) 

The differential game (l)-(3) is called the Lancaster model of capitalism. 
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Suppose that the workers are the leader in the Stackelberg game and the 
capitalists are the follower. The Hamiltonian function for the rational reac- 
tion of the capitalists is given by 

H,(K,u,,Y,,t):=[l-u,(t)]{l-u,+Y,u,)aK. (4) 

Pontryagin’s maximum principle yields the necessary conditions (3), 

i 

1 
&(t) = 

if y2(t) > 1, 

0 if y*(t) < 1, 
(5) 

and 

Y,(t) = -[I -u,(t)]{l-W) +Y2U)W)]C 

Y,(T) = 0. (6) 

According to Arrow’s sufficiency theorem [see, e.g., Seierstad and Sydsaeter 
(1987, p. 107)], these conditions are also sufficient. The costate y, is continu- 
ous, and monotonically decreasing because Y2(t) < 0, t E (0, T). It follows 
that there are two possibilities: 

(1) Y,(O) I 1 

In this case u,(t) = 0, t E (0, T], so that there is no investment and no 
capital accumulation. This can occur when the workers claim a too large 
consumption rate for themselves or when there is too little time to take 
advantage of the investment. The adjoint system (6) yields that the integral of 
ui over the time interval [O, T] must be bigger than or equal to T - l/a. For 
T sufficiently large [T > l/a(l - 6)], this case can be ruled out, because 
u,(t) I b, t E [O, Tl. 

(2) y,(O) > 1 

In this case there is a point in time i2 with y2(i2) = 1, where the capitalists 
switch from full investment u,(t) = 1, t E [0, t^,>, to no investment u,(t) = 0, 
t E (t^,, T]. 

The rational reaction of the capitalists leads to the following constraints 
for the maximisation problem of the workers: 

(i) Before i2 there is capital accumulation according to 

k(t) = [l -LQ(t)]aK(t), K(O) =&I, 

and after f2 the capital stock is fixed: K( t > = K( r2), t E [ T2, T]. 

(7) 
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(ii) After tz the consumption rate u1 has to satisfy 

which yields 

/- 

T 
u,(t)dt=T-&-l/a. 

f2 

The objective functional of the workers becomes 

(8) 

(9) 

The workers have to choose u,(t), t E [O, ?,I, and iz E (0, T) in order to 
maximise (9) subject to (71, and have to satisfy the constraint (8). The 
maximisation problem is a simple optimal control problem with a scrap value 
and a variable final time. The Hamiltonian function for this maximisation 

problem is given by 

H1(K,ul,Y*,t):= {u, +Y,[l-%l)~~. (10) 

Necessary and sufficient conditions [see, e.g., Seierstad and Sydsaeter (1987, 

pp. 397-39911 for the optimum are (7), 

i 

b 
i?,(t) = 

if y,(t) < 1, 

c if y,(r) > 1, 
(11) 

j,(t) = -{wi +y,(t)[l -w)l}~~ 

y&) =a(T-f;) - 1, (12) 

and 

{u(T-~~)-2}[l-~&(i,)]u~(~~)=O. (13) 

From (13) it follows that 

4=T-2/u, (14) 



aql q3!q~ u! ‘suo!lXIn3 pasqwauafi 30 a%zds xaldtuo3 alotu qXN.u aql u! 

s!S+u~ aql suIlo3lad (EjjfjI) "Iofqod ‘(6L6[)"apslO pue lJeqs!M 8u!Mollod 

suo!pun~ pas!guauaS qlw uoyeayap ayL y 

XaSdp?Ue asaql u! llnsa1 les!dAl aql s! IJD!IJM ‘auIo~lno qse~ dool-uado 

aql u! ueql la8uoI lsaAu! 01 srsgel!de:, ayl aDnpu! rCaq1 bsapow 30 IaAal 

ames aql ~J!M sa1e.I uogdrunsuo3 a3unouuI? Lay1 se Buoy sv yX.Ialu! auyl 

leql laho uo!ldtunsuoD lelol .I!aql pealds slay.IoM aql Moq ~awXu lou saop 11 

JJ‘V/Z -~)pz?A.~ay aw!l aIoqM aql uo ~'0 =(I)~YJ aleI uo!ldwnsuoD a%laAe 

ue u~!ep slaqloM aql alaqM uo!lenl!s aql s! aldwcxa .Iaqlow '(3- 9)~ 

/(gz - 1)-l auyl u! lu!od aql le q aleI uoydwnsuo3 q%q aql 01 qn!Ms 

pue 3 awl uogdwnsuo3 ~01 aql ql!M v/z -J aurg u! lu!od aql le anuyuo3 

slayJoM aql alaqM (~861) elofqod u! lo~luo~ fhwq-2?ueq aql s! aldwxa 

uv '(g)1cq uaA@ ‘.Iapea[ se s.Iaq.IoM aql ql!M suoylrqos iilaqlayX?lS door-uado 

AUWJ IClal!uyu! a.w alay ~'0 r 3 ase3 aql u! leql s! uo!snpuo:, aqL 

(LI) -[y(3-I)D/~-~)3I ‘o=(l)“r ‘S=(I)‘$ 

‘((3-1)0/I -Lo] 3J ‘I = (I)ZC ‘3 = (1)‘YJ 

:.IapeaI se slay.IoM aql q]!M uo!ln~os %IaqlayXlS do01 

-uado au0 Quo MOU S! a.IaqL '(Z,J‘()]3 ] ‘3=(l>'a U!E?%C pue 1 <(Z,l)'(c ql!M 

(91) ‘(S-1)27/1 -J, =“,I 

uognlos Jaw03 aql 

seq slayJoM aql30 walqoId uo!les!m!xe~.u aql ‘~eA.Ialu! auql s!ql uo aA!l!sod s! 

(El) 30 ap!s pueq-gal aql asnwafg wql30 lq+ aql uo saq MOU ‘(pI)hq uaA!S 

‘",I pzurydo aqL '(8) lu~~~lsuo~ aql laaw 01 alqe aq 01 lapro u! [(s- r)a/l 

-J ‘(g- r)o/r -J] pwalu! ayl aql u! ",I asooq3 01 aAeq sJayloM aql 

‘dllualagp 11 lnd OJ *law aq louue:, (8) lu!wlsuo~ aql uaql ‘5.0 < 3 31 

‘WZ-YO] 31 ‘I = (l)“C ‘3 = (j)‘tJ 

zapcal se s.Iay.IoM aql qllm suoy'qos KIaqlayzlS dool-uado30 

~l!~yd!l~nur B s! alay leql OS ‘1af.u aq ue~(~)lu!e.~lsuo~ aql uaql ‘~'0 5 3 31 

.(zjco]3 I ‘3 =(I)‘?? wql sagdw! s!q_L .Zu! 

-sealI3ap A~~e~~uolououI s! 'k ‘(z,I‘o)3 i ‘0 >(I)'4 asneDaa '1 =(z,l)lli leql 0s 

EPI (C861) f’P?W’d UO atON ‘MnaaZ ap .y 
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function a*, given by (51, has a time derivative equal to the delta function 
-s(t - i2). One error is made in the analysis. In contrast to what is 
presented in table 4 [Pohjola (1983, p. 183)], the costate z [Pohjola (1983, eq. 
(24111 is constant and equal to -y,(i,)~(?z) on the whole time interval (f,, Tl 
[see, e.g., Gel’fand and Shilov (1964)]. Note that the costate y, here is not 
the same as in section 2 of this note. It follows that the switching function B 
[Pohjola (1983, eq. (27))] is constant and equal to [l -JJ,(?~)]~(?~) on the 
whole time interval <t^,, T]. Therefore the switching function B cannot 
determine a switch in the optimal consumption rate Li, in this time interval. 

One can proceed as follows. The adjoint systems for y, and y, [Pohjola 
(1983, eqs. (19), (23))] become on the time interval [t^,, Tl 

j2(t) = -a[1 -qq], 

and 

9,(t) = -aLi,( 

There are three possibilities: 

(1) B(t) > 0, t E Ct;, Tl or y,(i,) < 1, so that l;,(t) = b, t E <i,, Tl. 
This leads to a contradiction with b > 0.5. 

(2) B(t) = 0, t E <t^,, Tl or yi(t;> = 1. 
This yields t*, = T - 2/a and finally leads to the multiple open-loop 
Stackelberg solutions for c I 0.5, given by (15). 

(3) B(t) < 0, t E <r;, T] or y,(&> > 1, so that z?,(t) = c, t E Ct^,, T]. 
This yields iz = T - l/&l - c) and finally leads to the single open-loop 
Stackelberg solution for c > 0.5, given by (17). 

4. Conclusion 

This note shows that there are infinitely many open-loop Stackelberg 
solutions for the Lancaster model of capitalism under workers’ leadership. 
Furthermore, it is shown that it is not necessary to employ optimal control 
theory in the space of generalised functions, because the problem of the 
leader can be seen as a simple optimal control problem with a scrap value 
and a variable final time. 
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